
Discover the Fascinating World of
The Chimps of Fauna Sanctuary
The Fauna Sanctuary, located in Canada, is a remarkable place that provides a

safe and loving home to a variety of rescued animals. Among these animals are

the incredible chimpanzees, or chimps, who have found solace and rehabilitation

within the sanctuary's walls. In this article, we dive into the lives of these

intelligent creatures, exploring their history, behaviors, and the heartwarming

stories of their rescue and recovery.

The History of Fauna Sanctuary

Fauna Sanctuary was established in 1997 by Gloria Grow, a dedicated animal

lover who aspired to create a safe haven for neglected and abused animals. Over

the years, the sanctuary has grown and expanded, offering a second chance to

countless animals who have endured unimaginable hardships.

One particular group of animals that has captured the hearts of many visitors and

caretakers are the chimpanzees. These primates, who share approximately 98%

of their DNA with humans, have been through some of the most challenging

experiences imaginable.
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The Rescue of The Chimps

The chimpanzees at Fauna Sanctuary have all been rescued from various

unfortunate circumstances. Many were former subjects of medical research, while

others were kept as exotic pets or used in entertainment. These chimps have

suffered both physically and emotionally, enduring years of confinement and

mistreatment.

However, thanks to the dedication and compassion of the sanctuary's staff, these

chimps have been given a second chance at life. Fauna Sanctuary focuses on

providing them with a safe space where they can heal, learn, and form bonds with

other chimpanzees.

The Lives of Chimpanzees at Fauna Sanctuary

At Fauna Sanctuary, the chimps have access to spacious habitats designed to

mimic the natural environment they would have in the wild. These habitats include

climbing structures, trees, and ample space to roam and socialize.

Chimpanzees are highly social animals, and at the sanctuary, they are able to

form bonds and establish their own unique hierarchies. Through daily enrichment

activities, the chimps are stimulated both mentally and physically, ensuring they

lead happy and fulfilling lives.
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Challenges in Rehabilitating Chimpanzees

Rehabilitating chimpanzees who have endured trauma and abuse is not an easy

task. Many of these animals have deep emotional scars and physical health

issues resulting from their past experiences.

The team at Fauna Sanctuary works tirelessly to provide the necessary medical

care and emotional support needed for the chimps to recover. This includes

extensive veterinary care, proper nutrition, and individualized attention to help

them overcome their past and thrive in their new environment.

Heartwarming Success Stories

Despite the challenges, there have been numerous heartwarming success stories

at Fauna Sanctuary. One remarkable story is that of Charlie, a chimpanzee who

was rescued after spending years in isolation as a pet. With the love and care he

received at the sanctuary, Charlie gradually learned to trust and socialize with

other chimps, forming lifelong bonds that have transformed his life.

Another inspiring tale is that of Lucy, a former research subject who was severely

underweight and emotionally scarred when she arrived at the sanctuary. Through

dedicated rehabilitation efforts and the support of her chimpanzee companions,

Lucy made a remarkable recovery, blossoming into a confident and happy

individual.

Visiting Fauna Sanctuary

If you are captivated by the remarkable stories of the chimpanzees at Fauna

Sanctuary, you can plan a visit to witness their awe-inspiring lives firsthand. A

visit to the sanctuary allows you to observe these incredible creatures and learn

more about the important work being done to protect and rehabilitate them.



In

The chimpanzees at Fauna Sanctuary are living proof of the resilience and

capacity for healing found in every living being. Despite their challenging pasts,

these chimps have found a loving home where they can thrive and live out their

lives in peace. The work being done at Fauna Sanctuary is a testament to the

incredible power of compassion and the importance of fighting for the rights and

well-being of animals everywhere.
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The “moving” true story of a woman fighting to give a group of chimpanzees a

second chance at life (People).

 

In 1997, Gloria Grow started a sanctuary for chimps retired from biomedical

research on her farm outside Montreal. For the indomitable Gloria, caring for

thirteen great apes is like presiding over a maximum-security prison, a Zen
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sanctuary, an old folks’ home, and a New York deli during the lunchtime rush all

rolled into one. But she is first and foremost creating a refuge for her troubled

charges, a place where they can recover and begin to trust humans again.

 

Hoping to win some of this trust, journalist Andrew Westoll spent months at Fauna

Farm as a volunteer, and in this “incisive [and] affecting” book, he vividly recounts

his time in the chimp house and the histories of its residents (Kirkus Reviews). He

arrives with dreams of striking up an immediate friendship with the legendary

Tom, the wise face of the Great Ape Protection Act, but Tom seems all too

content to ignore him. Gradually, though, old man Tommie and the rest of the

“troop” begin to warm toward Westoll as he learns the routines of life at the farm

and realizes just how far the chimps have come. Seemingly simple things like

grooming, establishing friendships and alliances, and playing games with the

garden hose are all poignant testament to the capacity of these animals to heal.

 

Brimming with empathy and entertaining stories of Gloria and her charges, The

Chimps of Fauna Sanctuary is an absorbing, bighearted book that grapples with

questions of just what we owe to the animals who are our nearest genetic

relations.

 

“A powerful look at how we treat our closest relatives.” —The Plain Dealer

 

“I knew the prison-like conditions of the medical research facility from which

Gloria rescued these chimpanzees; when I visited them at their new sanctuary I

was moved to tears. . . . Andrew Westoll is a born storyteller: The Chimps of

Fauna Sanctuary, written with empathy and skill, tenderness and humour,

involves us in a world few understand. And leaves us marveling at the ways in

which chimpanzees are so like us, and why they deserve our help and are entitled

to our respect.” —Dr. Jane Goodall



 

“This book will make you think deeply about our relationship with great apes. It

amazed me to discover the behaviors and feelings of the chimpanzees.” —

Temple Grandin, author of Animals in Translation 
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